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Campagne macht richtig Dampf
As soon as the lights turned to green,
Michiel Campagne took the lead of
the first NKHTGT race to hold onto it
for the full 45 minutes.
Polesitter Kennet Persson kept the
Corvette Grand Sport in his sights,

but had to retire his Ford GT40 at
half distance.
Cobra drivers Armand Adriaans and
Oliver Douglas had a great scrap for
second, Douglas eventually taking
the place.

Mark Dols took fourth is
his GTP Marcos, although GTS10
winner Alexander Schlüchter came
very close to passing him on the last
lap in his Lotus Elan.

Next up was a train of GTS12 cars,
with Roelant de Waard in the
Shelby Mustang finishing just ahead
of Christoph Germain and Rhea
Sautter in their E-types.

More Lotus Elans followed, Bob
Stevens taking second in GTS10 from
his Father Jos, while Mats Ek beat
BengtÅke Bengtsson to come home
first of the Swedes. In GTS11 there
was a lot going on. Runaway leader
Niek van Gils retired with gearbox

trouble, while Theo van Gammeren
and Frank Veenstra had a pas de
deux, which necessitated a pit visit.
Thus Basile Gronfier and Barbara
Lambert came through to
take first and second in class in their
MGB’s.

The touring car class was won by
Henk van Gammeren (Ford Falcon),
3 seconds ahead of Bart-Jan Deenik
in another Falcon. Ralf Wagner was
the third touring car home in his Lotus Cortina, with Bert Mets
(Cooper s) and Magnus Lillerskog

(Lotus Cortina) next.
Result:
https://raceresults.at/Results/organisator/2022?evenement=Auto+Rennen&race=Preis+der+Stadt+Stuttgart++Hockenheimring

Newell der Regenmeister

Sunday dawned wet and
miserable at Hockenheim.
Things had not improved when the
NKHTGT field lined up for the 10:20
start, so it was rear lights on and an
extra formation lap. Andy Newall

immediately took the initiative in the
Jaguar E-type and used his
exceptional car control to build up an
enormous lead. Michiel Campagne
did well to hang on to second in the
big Corvette Grand Sport,

until Roeland de Waard found a way
past, displaying some very tidy
driving in the GT350 Mustang.
The battle for fourth was highly entertaining with Oliver Douglas (Cobra

Daytona), Norbert Gross (Ford
Falcon), Mark Dols (Marcos 1800)
and the Lotus Elans of Bob
Stevens and Alexander Schlüchter.
The nimble cars had an advantage

over the V8’s and it was Bob
Stevens who took fourth at the flag,
as Schlüchter and Dols lost time with
a couple of off-track excursions.
Thijs van Gammeren drove an

impressive race from the last row
to sixth overall and a win GTS11 in
the Porsche 911. Brian Lambert and
Frank Veenstra took second and third
in class in their MGB’s.

Bengt-Åke Bengtsson was best of the
Swedes this time, beating Jos Stevens
to take third in GTS10.
Bart-Jan Deenik was the first touring
car driver home in his Ford Falcon,

from Henk van Gammeren, with Bert
Mets in his Mini third overall and first
in CT07.
Ralf Wagner drove spectacurlarly
in his Lotus Cortina and survived an

off-track excursion to win CT08 from
Magnus Lillerskog.

Full results are here:
https://raceresults.at/Results/organisator/2022?evenement=Auto+Rennen&race=Preis+der+Stadt+Stuttgart++Hockenheimring

Gearing up for Anderstorp
With our first ever race at Anderstorp
coming up in August, the Swedish
base camp in the paddock was busy
with visitors wanting to know about
racing in Sweden. And the Swedes
are out in force this year in NKHTGT.

Kennet Persson put his mighty GT40
on pole, but a split engine block
meant he had to retire from race 1.
Our long-time competitor
Lars Bondesson lost compression on
one of the cylinders and had to drop

out as well. Mats Ek (Lotus Elan) and
Magnus Lillerskog (Lotus
Cortina) were back and they were
joined by Bengt-Åke Bengtsson in
another Lotus Elan. In the first race
Bengt-Åke shadowed Mats home,

in the second he revelled in the
slippery conditions to finish first of
the Swedes.

The French Connection
The Navy Blue Racing Team, with
drivers Antoine Darley and Basile
Gronfier, brought their MGB to
Hockenheim. The weekend got off to
a shaky start for them when the head

gasket blew, their qualifying time
leaving them sixth and last in GTS11.
Luckily our friends from MG
Competitions Holland were also
racing this weekend and offered help.

With the car fixed, Basile drove a
storming first race to take a surprise
class win. On Sunday Antoine could
be seen enjoying himself, drifting
through the Motodrom. They took

home a well-deserved trophy. We do
hope they tell all their racing friends,
as we would love to have more
French drivers in our races.

More new faces
There were so many NKHTGT
debutants at Hockenheim that we
would need another magazine to
properly introduce them all to you.
For now, a few lines will have to
suffice. We welcomed two German
drivers who actually drove their very
first race. We are happy to report

they behaved themselves, so they are
welcome for more! Marc Morawietz
was at the wheel of a Lotus Elan, the
former car of Robert Krug, while Ralf
Wagner has taken over Alex Schlüchter’s Lotus Cortina. Young Ralf has
clearly adopted some of the
Schlüchter brio as well, with a

heavy right foot and some
spectacular off-track action!
From Switzerland (it begins to sound
very much like Eurovision now…) we
welcomed Christophe Germain who
brought his immaculate Jaguar E-type
and mixed it with the GTS12 front
runners straight away.

Last but not least, former Formula
Junior racer Steven Tonneman
debuted his self-built Triumph TR4.
He still needs to fix some teething
troubles, but it was great to finally
see his long-term project out on
track.

Brits are back
Brexit and Covid discouraged our
many friends from the UK from
travelling to the mainland in the past
two years. On the customs front
things appear to have calmed down

somewhat, as long as you are not
bringing over a huge truck that
makes you look like a
professional racing team. Barbara
and Brian Lambert made the trek

to Germany without any problems.
Brian, in his 52nd year of racing, appears to have lost none of his spe
ed, whereas Barbara surprised us
all by taking second in class after a

steady race on Saturday.
Their combined efforts won them
the overall class trophy. Not sure
if customs will turn a blind eye to
that….

Pechvogels
“Pechvogel” is the Dutch word for an
unlucky person. It is actually German
in origin, in the old days they used to
catch birds (Vogel) with tar (Pech).
In historic racing there usually is one
unlucky bird, but at Hockenheim

there was a whole flight of them.
NKHTGT debutant Jeroen Hoep
brought along a mighty Jaguar E-type,
only to find that there was a knock in
the engine before he even reached
the track. Alex Korle wished he had

taken his Lotus Cortina to
Hockenheim, as a back problem
made it impossible to work the pedals of his Lotus Elan. Finally, Erwin
van Lieshout had fitted a brand-new
clutch to his Porsche 911, only to

find out it did not work. At least he
did get to race, as Armand Adriaans
sportingly offered him a drive in his
AC Cobra for Sunday’s race.

Ceci n’est pas un trophée
The NKHTGT invitation class is for
cars that do not quite have their HTP
sorted yet. At Hockenheim we had
four of them. Their drivers do not
feature in the results, nor do they
get any championship points - and

we most definitely do not give any
of them a trophy! The upside is that
they get a taste of the joy that racing
with NKHTGT brings, which is a great
incentive to get that FIA paperwork
sorted.

Next stop: Zandvoort
The next race on our schedule is at Zandvoort
for the traditional Pentecost races, or Pinksterraces. A great opportunity to race at Holland’s one and only F1 GP circuit, with a lot
of track time on offer. We do not need to tell
you about the nearby beach, Zandvoort village
with its many pubs and restaurants or
Amsterdam which is just a short train ride
away. So bring the family! This is a two-day
event. On Saturday, June 4, we have a
25-minute qualifying session at 12:20, followed by a 40-minute race at 15:25. Sunday’s
race is 40 minutes again, starting at 13:30.
There is also a 30-minute free practice
session at 10:40 on Saturday morning for
an extra € 100. We still have some grid slots
available; a single entry is just € 845. Mail to
Egbert at race@nkhtgt.nl if you want to join
us or call him on +316 262 16464. See you in
Zandvoort!
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